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Old Gates {New Job}

BY JEFF S. BARGANIER

Last year, Jeff Barganier took a
pair of abandoned antique doors
and returned them to their original glory, discovering an interesting history along the way. Now
he’s given some old garden gates
new life and a new purpose.
Twenty-five years staring at a computer makes a fellow want to make
stuff. Go figure.
I was feeling particularly stressed
the day my wife Cindy asked me if I’d
like to make a headboard for her
client. A curious smile crept across
her little face and she studied me,
probably wondering how long it would
take what was left of my brain to decipher the question. “Umm, a headboard—you mean like for a bed?”
“That’s right. I have a source for
some old garden gates. I’d like you to go
look them over and, if they’re good
looking, make them into a headboard.”
“Well, exactly how do I do that?” I
asked plaintively.
“That’s for you to figure out.” She
smiled. That’s all it took. I was
hooked. Women inherently understand male psychology. They know a
man isn’t going to admit that he can’t figure something out.
At the time, I was still the proud owner of a small, red pickup the sides of which featured the words “Top Gun” and a picture of a small jet taking off. (I got a real good deal on it.) Top
Gun, as my friends called it, was perfect for the job.
Top and I found the gates at a welder’s shop in nearby
Prattville. We agreed on the unusual beauty of their exquisite
French scrollwork. Indeed, we thought they would make an
extraordinary headboard. What we had not anticipated was just
how heavy these lovely antique solid iron garden gates would be.
I grunted and Top Gun groaned as I lifted them over one at
time, shifting their weight from my frame to his truck bed. I
wanted to say something soothing to Top who would have to
haul these heavy, albeit wonderful creations to and fro several
trips before they would transition into their new role. So I
stroked his side and recited a favorite verse from the Bible, “Lift
up your heads, O ye gates; And be ye lifted up, ye everlasting
doors: And the King of glory will come in.” (Psalm 24:7).
We jerked and rattled our way across two counties and
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showed them to Cindy. Needless to say, she approved them
instantly. So we hauled them over to Auburn and received
another ovation from Cindy’s client. While there I measured
the wall between the two windows where the headboard
would eventually stand. I was careful to allow for the curtains
and noted how many inches from the floor the top of the mattress would be.
The house had been built in the days before sheet rock. I was
concerned about damaging the plaster and whatever else was
there by drilling holes for bolts to fasten the heavy headboard
directly to the wall. So I conferred with Top Gun, and we jointly decided that a good solution would be to weld the gates to a
frame with “feet” so the whole structure could stand on its own.
This would give the finished product the added advantage of
mobility and have the effect of making it a family heirloom
rather than a fixture to the house.
The floor out from the “headboard wall” of the bedroom
was slightly uneven, so I made a rough calculation of the
slightly greater than 90 degree angle the feet would need to
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have to make the headboard press snugly against the wall.
Then, because the quarter-round at the floor would prohibit
placement flush against the wall, I also allowed for about a one
inch space between the wall and the headboard and sketched a
note to have two one-inch “backbones” attached to the rear of
the gates. These would serve to force the gates straight up and
avoid the appearance of merely leaning against the wall. I figured the combination of the feet pressing hard against the floor
and the little backbones contacting the wall would make the
headboard quite stable.
My last consideration was to calculate precisely where the bed
frame would meet the proposed frame “legs” beneath the gates. I
made careful notes for the drilling of bolt holes for the purpose of
attaching the frame directly to the finished headboard.
Top Gun and I gathered the gates and all of our notes and
drawings and headed back to Prattville to discuss our ideas with
the welders. They assured us that they could easily implement
our requirements.
Real men make headboards of antique garden gates. But they
had better be in good shape. Individually, the gates were heavy.
But welded together upon an iron frame, they were somewhere
between my modest weight and Top Gun’s. We soon learned
that leverage was a wonderful thing. But real men do more than
lug stuff around. We faux finish too.
Cindy wanted them to
look “aged” so I tackled
the faux finishing with
authenticity and antiqueness in mind. Heavy sanding and fresh paint was
out of the question. I simply used a fine sand paper,
lightly sanding them. I
then sealed them several
times with polyurethane,
allowing them to bake
rust brown in the sun on
our
pool
deck.
Afterwards, I used a paint
brush and off-white flat
paint appropriate for
metal surfaces, splotching
the brush against the iron
in an even manner until I was happy with the look.
The end result was nothing short of stunning. We took the
headboard over for installation when the client was not home
then called her. It was so much fun to witness her entering the
room for the first time and watch her eyes fill with tears at the
sight of something so uniquely beautiful, custom made for her
use and enjoyment forever and ever. Again I thought: Lift up
your heads, O ye gates, and be ye lifted up.

Attorney Jeff Barganier writes from Pike Road where he
co-owns and manages Cindy E. Barganier Interiors. Top
Gun recently retired from service and entered through
those other (pearly) gates.
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